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COVID-19 puts digital 
transformation on faster track

I don’t feel too far out on a limb in saying that, after the worst of COVID-19 is behind us, 
many financial institutions will be taking a close look at their digital capabilities and figur-
ing out how to make them better.

In doing their part to slow the spread of the deadly coronavirus, banks and credit unions 
nationwide closed main and branch offices, and abruptly shifted tens of thousands of 
employees to do their jobs from their dens and dining tables. Work normally done face-
to-face now depends on technology. Branch personnel have joined call center reps in 
tending to customers’ banking needs by phone or online, while scattered lending depart-
ments scramble to meet the desperate demand by businesses for loans to stay afloat and 
risk managers remotely conduct their oversight. 

A fast-moving global pandemic isn’t a typical scenario in business continuity plans—or, at 
least, it didn’t used to be. Banks are winging it to some degree in their COVID-19 response, 
but in doing so, they are learning important lessons for their future. 

Digital transformation, of course, is more than just employing tech as a tool. In one of 
this month’s Executive Report features, Danny Baker from Fiserv stresses that “digital-
ly transformational technologies create digital efficiency: They accelerate information, 
enable insights and empower decisions.” He goes on to say that this efficiency extends 
the benefits of digital technology across the business, which helps it be more viable and 
competitive within an industry dealing with disruption.

And while digital transformation may be an imperative for banks, it can’t be undertaken 
without forethought and a well-considered plan. Banking leaders need to ask themselves 
key questions and then find the answers before making any moves. Lauri Giesen surveys 
five banking technology experts to find out what they think is the most important ques-
tion to answer up front—some of their responses are inward-looking (“What is our future 
business model?”) while others focus more on the customer (“How will we improve the 
financial lives of our clients?”).

Earning customer trust and loyalty via data-driven insights stands to boost deposits and 
revenue and grow market share. That was among the points that Leo Gil of Bottomline 
Technologies makes in his article about the use of intelligent engagement as the founda-

tion of a data-focused digital transformation. He says this approach relies on machine 
learning for such things as proactively engaging customers by improving payment func-
tionality and using analytics to enhance payment fraud protection.

Peggy McGillis at Total Expert lays out four basic steps that she says financial institu-
tions can use to optimize their customer experience in less than a year. Central to this 
optimization is for bank CX teams to figuratively walk step-by-step alongside customers 
in their journeys. This can yield insights, for example, on where customers fall out of that 
journey and how effectively the bank follows up to try to get them back on track. Gaps 
can be identified and adjustments made to create a smoother experience.

BAI research has identified some preferences within the younger generations when it 
comes to banking. Karl Dahlgren, BAI managing director for research, points out our 
youngest cohorts, Millennials and Gen Z, tend to favor mobile apps and they by and 
large like banks’ digital offerings. But banks should expect to work to keep their busi-
ness: Sizable majorities of both groups say they’ll readily abandon banks that don’t keep 
up with their technology. 

And as banks and credit unions plan or continue their digital transformations, there’s 
plenty they can learn from the retail industry, which has already been down that disrupt-
ed road. In her story, Amy George writes that keeping the customers' desires top of mind 
is key. They’re after a personalized digital experience, and the more things they can do 
in real time the better. The data that banks collect is an opportunity trove that should 
be analyzed to anticipate what their customers might want and when they might want it.

The sudden and extreme response to COVID-19 can serve as a benchmark of where 
individual banks stand digitally. In the pandemic’s aftermath, they are almost certain to 
put what they’ve learned to work on their digital transformation to stay competitive and 
so they’re more prepared for any future shocks. 

We hope you and yours are staying safe and healthy through this challenging time.

LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

BY TERRY BADGER, CFA 
tbadger@bai.org

Terry Badger, CFA, is the managing editor at BAI.
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Think, work and 
act differently—
not just digitally 
Don’t fall into the trap of launching 
a digital transformation effort 
that fails to actually transform.

BY DANNY BAKER



iency: They accelerate information, enable insights 
and empower decisions.

WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE? 

In digitally efficient institutions:

» Technology is pervasive. Digitally 
efficient organizations extend the benefits 
of digital technology enterprise-wide, 
not just within silos or departments, 
and the results are further-reaching 
too. For example, automation in back-
end processes enables and empowers 
the front-end customer experience. 
Technology touches upon and improves 
every part of the enterprise

» Technologies are interconnected. 
Organizations that link technologies—
such as the cloud, artificial intelligence 
and data analytics—create more ROI 
and new avenues for economic value 
compared to organizations that limit 

their technology deployments to a 
single department, application or 
function. Data from different parts 
of the business come together in 
richer and more actionable form. 

» Leaders think, work and make decisions 
differently. Most digital capabilities 
speed up processes, save time and lower 
costs, but digitally efficient organizations 
take the benefits one step further. They 
break free of “how it’s always been.” 
Instead of just digitizing analog processes, 
digitally efficient leaders use data to 
inform future strategies. Interconnected, 
real-time data provides insights that can 
help organizations find, evaluate and 
initiate new strategies with confidence.

WHAT’S AT STAKE?

Financial institutions are constantly looking for ways 
to get ahead and stay ahead of complex requirements, 
changing customer needs and volatile markets. Fortu-
nately, digital efficiency can tackle these challenges 
head on—and amp up the return.

In January, analyst firm IDC predicted that, 
over the next four or five years, enterprises that 
invest effectively in intelligence capabilities will ex-
perience a 100 percent increase in knowledge worker 
productivity. In the IDC Perspective report, Future of In-
telligence Defined, the firm described a host of resulting 
benefits, from shorter reaction times and faster innova- 
tion to happier customers and sustainable market 
share leadership. 

What’s the most important takeaway? To be compet-
itive, organizations need to pursue technologies that 

F
rom where we stand in the age of intelli-
gence, nearly anything can be digitized or 
automated. But just because you can, doesn’t 
mean you should. Paving the cow path, as 

my Midwestern colleagues might say, doesn’t lead to 
greener pastures. 

Financial leaders need a way to cull through the 
digital possibilities and select initiatives that deliv-
er the greatest value. Digital solutions make work 
easier, faster and more accurate—but that doesn’t 
automatically make those solutions transformational 
or efficient.

Digital transformation is not:

» An app or a piece of hardware or software 

» A series of generational updates 
in information technology

» A digital replica of manual processes 
or paper document flows

Digital transformation simply does and achieves more. 
Transformational technologies create digital effic- 

increase their decision-making power and deliver suc-
cessful results.

WHERE’S THE GREATEST OPPORTUNITY?

When there are more priorities than resources, it’s 
hard to decide where to start. Choose solutions that 
solve for more than one problem or create insights 
that can be leveraged across the organization to drive 
growth. Focus on digital efficiency, considering:

» Accounting solutions that will create 
a single, real-time view of performance 
across the enterprise and support 
better decision-making overall.

» Analytic capabilities that help you 
pinpoint the cause-and-effect of 
different profit variables and identify 
new opportunities for growth. 
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» Budgeting, planning and forecasting 
tools that can link tactical plans 
to bigger-picture strategies and 
enable agile scenario modeling 
to optimize performance.

» Compliance and governance practices 
that ensure sound and consistent 
business practices, strengthen 
internal controls and mitigate risk 
everywhere in the organization.

» Content services that enable you 
to capture, manage, store and share 
critical business process information 
securely across the entire enterprise. 

» Data matching and reconciliation 
capabilities that can be used with 
any data, from any sources, for 
any process, from AP to HR.

All these capabilities create more efficient organi-
zations and save time and money. More importantly, 
they provide critical insights and information to guide 
decision-making and support your growth strategies.

FIND YOUR “WHY”

Technology initiatives must have a purpose beyond 
“going digital.” Before you pursue automation or dig-
italization, figure out:

» Why do you need the data? 

» What decisions will it support? 

» What parts of the organization 
will benefit?

» Does it tie into the institution’s 
overall strategy? 

» What benefits will the organization 
achieve, other than speed or efficiency?

» Will it be effective?

If you’re not going to explore or apply your data, then 
there’s little point in creating and collecting it. Don’t 
invest in means without clarity and linkage to a de-
sired end, or automate processes that should just be 
put out to pasture. 

KEEP QUESTIONING

Digital efficiency requires curiosity and continuous 
improvement. Encourage team members to ask tough 
questions and propose creative solutions. 

And don’t limit digital transformation initiatives to 
“glamorous” front-end technologies. Strong behind- 
the-scenes automation and decision-making capa-
bilities can have profound effects on the consumer 
experience. Once you understand what consumers 
want from you, it’s easier to create and deliver excep-
tional products and experiences. 

To realize the massive productivity gains, and other 
benefits, that IDC says are possible, efficiency must 
be paired with efficacy. In the next wave of digital 
transformation, success hinges on your ability to 
make the right decisions with the right information at 
the right time.

Danny Baker is the vice president of 
market strategy at Fiserv.

Digital Efficiency: 
Increase productivity 
Gain critical insights
Drive growth strategies

© 2020 Fiserv, Inc. or its affiliates. All rights reserved. 

Fiserv.com
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BY LAURI GIESEN

Five questions 
to answer before 
starting a digital 

transformation

We ask bank tech experts to 
weigh in on what top leaders 

need to know up front.



nologies to make services a little faster, cheaper or 
more reliable.”

To achieve true transformation, he says, banks need 
to create completely new revenue streams. “They 
need to add new products and services that did not 
exist in their portfolio before, or re-engineer things to 
do them in a completely different way.”

2) HOW WILL OUR DIGITAL STRATEGY ADAPT 
TO PROTECT THE CUSTOMERS’ AND BANKS’ 
FINANCIAL HEALTH FROM DATA BREACHES  
AND IDENTITY FRAUD?

In an age of rampant cybercrime, there is growing 
concern about the massive amount of personal infor-
mation stored electronically and the vulnerability that 
creates, says Jim Van Dyke, CEO and co-founder of 
Breach Clarity.

“Security can no longer be primarily seen as a back-
end prevention function,” Van Dyke says. 

To protect customers, banks need to consider each 
consumer's unique data breach history, and “based 

on this history, it’s possible to understand which cy-
bercrimes are most likely. Banks can leverage this 
previously untapped personal breach fingerprint to 
start loss-prevention efforts earlier in the potential 
cyber fraud lifecycle.” 

Additionally, banks need to deploy new customer en-
gagement tools so that customers understand and 
can act on advice that closely fits their safety needs. 

“The $5 billion annual spending on identity protec-
tion services proves that customers are seeking more 
protection,” Van Dyke says. “Prescribing highly per-
sonalized action steps that are seamlessly integrated 
with digital banking channels simplifies the answers.”

I
t’s often said that to get the right answers, you 
first have to ask the right questions. So what are 
the right questions that financial institutions 
should ask when developing or revising their 

digital strategies?

We asked five bank technology experts what key 
question they would need answered when undergoing 
a digital transformation. 

What they came up with covers a broad territory, from 
nuts-and-bolts practical for getting specific plans 
made or jobs done, to more philosophical about the 
often complex relationship between financial institu-
tions and their customers.

1) WHAT IS OUR FUTURE BUSINESS MODEL  
AND, SPECIFICALLY, WHERE WILL THE  
REVENUE COME FROM? 

Peter Redshaw, practice vice president for global 
financial services at the Gartner Group, says many 
banks think they have a solid strategy in place, but in 
reality, most of them don’t. 

“Every single bank we talk to has a digital strategy or 
a transformation initiative or a disruption program,” 
Redshaw says. “But when you dig a little deeper, 90% 
of those strategies are not strategic at all.”

Most plans just optimize what the bank is already 
doing, Redshaw says. “It amounts to applying tech- 

Every bank we talk to 
has a digital strategy 
or a transformation 
initiative. But when you 
dig a little deeper, 90% 
of those strategies are 
not strategic at all.
PETER REDSHAW, GARTNER GROUP

’’
’’
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Without answering this question first, the bank’s digi-
tal business model, brand strategy, product road map 
and resource allocation will be misaligned, he says. 

And while most banks will give the same traditional 
answers, others will find unique answers that they 
would not have expected a few years ago. 

“We’ll start to see some banks thrive by answering this 
question in a way that would have been unthinkable as  
recently as 2015,” Wannemacher says. “Specializat- 
ion will drive organic growth and impressive margins 
at some banks, while others will recognize that their 
unique role is one that isn’t highly visible to end users.”  

3) ARE OUR DATA AND ANALYTICS SOLUTIONS 
READY TO DELIVER A PERSONALIZED DIGITAL 
BANKING EXPERIENCE TO OUR CUSTOMERS? 

In order to deliver personalized banking experiences, 
banks need to take an enterprise view of a customer’s 
relationship, says Tiffani Montez, senior analyst at Aite 
Group. 

“Can a financial institution use the information it has 
about customers to help them manage their accounts 
more effectively, offer proactive advice and guidance 
that aligns with the customers’ financial goals, and 
provide the actionable advice through intelligent en-
gagement?” asks Montez.

Asking this question should allow a bank to see if its 
data is clean, categorized, accessible, and able to give 
the insight so that real-time action can be achieved, 
she says.

4) HOW WILL WE IMPROVE THE FINANCIAL LIVES 
OF OUR CLIENTS?

Banks must ensure that their focus never strays from 
the customer impact of their actions, says Robert 
Meara, senior analyst for banking at Celent. 

“We are witnessing a small but growing number of 
banks whose ‘customer first’ mantra goes beyond pro-
viding the same service more conveniently with less 
friction,” Meara says. “Instead, they are reinventing 
their value proposition in ways that improve their cus-
tomers' financial lives.”

Banks have to remember that, for clients, value is 
not about sales and additional products, but rather a 
personalized experience that makes them feel their 
needs and financial wellbeing come first, Meara says. 

And customers need to be aware of the value that 
they derive from their banks. 

Lauri Giesen has spent more than 25 years writing about 
banking technology and payments for numerous business 
and financial publications. In the 1990s, she founded and 
edited Financial Service Online, a magazine covering 
Internet-based forays into banking and investment services.

“Many retailers powerfully reinforce the value of fre-
quent shopper programs by a simple statement at the 
bottom of sales receipts, such as, ‘Your loyal customer 
status saved you X dollars today,’” Meara says. “Banks 
similarly need to create mechanisms that reinforce 
the value they bring clients.”

5) WHAT ROLES DO WE PLAY IN PEOPLE’S LIVES?

“For over a century, this aspect of banking has been 
taken for granted,” says Peter Wannemacher, principal 
analyst at research firm Forrester. “But that era is end-
ing. Going forward, a bank will only be able to achieve 
sustained, profitable growth by knowing where it fits 
in the lives of customers and prospective customers.”

A bank will only 
be able to achieve 
sustained, profitable 
growth by knowing 
where it fits in a 
customer’s life.
PETER WANNEMACHER, FORRESTER

’’
’’
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The advantages  
of intelligent 
engagement
Six tenets to guide your 
customer-centric digital 
transformation efforts.

BY LEO GIL



customer-satisfaction rankings, while banks and other 
financial institutions hold steady in the middle or bot-
tom of the pack.

This satisfaction gap is contributing to the bank-
ing industry’s focus on customer experience and 
front-end improvements that enhance the customer 
journey—things like flashy new user interfaces or in-
novations aimed at speeding the customer through 
the application or payment process. However, some 
banks struggle to integrate these new pieces, leaving 
valuable data siloed within several disparate systems.

PUT STREAMLINED INTELLIGENCE TO WORK

Financial intuitions must consider how to move be-
yond the surface-level, customer-facing aspects of 
transformation and focus on the behind-the-scenes 
imperatives that will make more productive use of this 
data. When mapping out your bank’s digital needs for 
the immediate future, consider these six critical tenets| 
for success:

should include a suite of fully integrated, cloud-based 
solutions encompassing:

» Digital account opening and 
onboarding insights and analytics

» Payments and cash management

» Risk and fraud management

» Relationship management

Only by powering these components with deep-seat-
ed intelligence can banks engage intelligently with 
customers; deliver a unified experience; and acquire, 
deepen and grow profitable relationships from start 
to finish.

POOR DATA MANAGEMENT PUTS CUSTOMER 
LOYALTY AT RISK

Even the largest and most forward-looking banks 
do not know their customers as well as they should. 
They also lack the tools necessary to consolidate 
their customer data and translate that knowledge into 
proactive insights that would inspire confidence and 
build customer loyalty and engagement.

In a recent Barlow Research panel of small business 
decision-makers, more than 90% agreed that their 
bank representative should know the specifics of their 
banking relationship. However, only 39% feel that their 
bank is superior at delivering this experience.

The rise of new digital competitors who can skillfully 
deliver an easy, seamless customer experience pos-
es a threat to traditional banks—if they don’t keep 
up, they risk losing valuable customer relationships 
and growth margins. Internet retailers and other 
e-commerce players almost always rise to the top of 

D
oes your financial institution have an 
end-to-end strategy for digital customer 
experience and engagement? If not, you’re 
likely missing critical competitive advan-

tages for the immediate future.

The banking industry faces tremendous disruption as 
new players and established organizations continue 
to try to outcompete one another while protecting 
precious customer relationships. While retail banking 
has led the way in implementing digital transformation 
initiatives, customer demands and increased compe-
tition are making technology adoption and evolution 
a requirement for commercial banking as well. At the 
same time, new challenger banks and fintechs are 
driving the need for better customer insights and dif-
ferentiated service.

It’s not enough to simply deploy an off-the-shelf, plug-
and-play solution for payments, cash management or 
digital account opening. A customer-centric approach 
to digital transformation requires banks to look be-
yond their core systems toward a holistic, intelligent 
system of engagement that encompasses the entire 
journey and offers a true competitive edge.

ACTIONABLE INSIGHTS WILL  
DRIVE ENGAGEMENT

Data-driven, actionable insights are the key to proac-
tively engaging with customers. This requires having 
a deep understanding of payments and risk/fraud 
data, as well as a unified view of customer data and 
relationships. When these insights are combined with 
external sources of data, the results can feed into 
machine learning and AI actions, which in turn 
produce recommendations that can be delivered di-
rectly to relationship managers and bank customers 
to drive engagement.

When you’re mapping out an accelerated strategy 
for digital transformation, new technology adoption 

A customer-centric 
approach requires banks 
to look beyond their 
core systems toward 
a holistic, intelligent 
system of engagement.

’’
’’
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1) Insights and relationship intelligence

Basic analytics and reporting alone no longer suffice 
in the fight for primary ownership of banking rela-
tionships. Earning trust and loyalty now depends on 
personalized services that are intelligent, prescriptive 
and engaging. Finding deeper, more relevant insights 
and leveraging unified external and internal data 
sources will drive deposits, increase revenue and im-
prove wallet-share growth.

2) Robust payments and cash  
management capabilities

The foundation of intelligent engagement in com-
mercial and corporate banking must be anchored in 
payments and cash management. Understanding 
and providing rich payment functionality, includ-
ing real-time payments, request for pay, cash flow 
forecasting and payment automation will fuel ma-
chine-learning models and deliver the insights needed 
to proactively engage with customers.

3) Digital account opening and onboarding

Modern digital account-opening and onboarding 
solutions enable consumer or business applicants to 
open accounts in just minutes, making digital account 
origination, onboarding and cross-sell simple, smart 
and secure. When these solutions are powered by 
intelligence, banks can boost new-customer com-
pletion rates, identify abandoned applications and 
minimize churn.

4) Identity verification for authentication 
accuracy

Layers of embedded intelligence and machine learn-
ing will continuously source live digital data, correlate 
thousands of data points (both online and offline) and 
create a holistic, accurate customer identity model to 
calculate a customer risk score and ensure accurate 
identity verification.

5) Risk and fraud protection with secure payments

It’s imperative to protect payments across applica-
tions, channels and payment types. Whether you’re 
focusing on one business-critical application, chan- 
nel and payment type, or a variety of them, an in-
telligent engagement platform includes payment  
security that locks out fraud and prevents finan-
cial crimes, ultimately delivering protection against 
payment fraud through advanced analytics of user 
behavior and transaction flows layered with intelligent 
machine learning.

6) Open APIs that enable connectivity, collabora-
tion and competitiveness

Banking customers of all types now expect connec-
tivity to banking data and services, an ecosystem 
of partners and fintechs to work with and new ser-
vices that make them more differentiated, efficient 
and competitive.

Smart banks can win. When institutions are battling 
it out for primary ownership of banking customers, 
the best-positioned competitors will empower their 
institutions through customer-centric digital transfor-
mation and an intelligent system of engagement.

Leo Gil is vice president of innovation for banking solutions 
at Bottomline Technologies, based in Portsmouth, N.H.

90% of businesses want  
their banks to understand them...  
but only 39% believe they do.*

Do you have what you need to know 
your customers? To acquire, deepen 
and grow profitable relationships? 
There’s a lot to consider. 

Digital acceleration.  
Your customers expect on-demand, 
value-adding interactions and insights.

The new competitive landscape.  
Great value propositions and strong 
engagement skills challenge the  
status quo and compete for primary 
ownership of the customer relationship.

Advancing analytics and AI.  
Your customers want you to meet  
their needs, to know them and to 
personalize their experiences.  

An open banking environment. 
Digitally distributed scale, lowered 
barriers to entry and switching costs 
opens more opportunity to create  
better experiences, collaboratively. 

Customer-centric digital 
transformation means proactively 
engaging with customers based  
on rich payments data coupled  
with advanced analytics and  
machine learning.

It’s intelligent engagement  
found best at Bottomline.

bottomline.com           +1 800.472.1321          info@bottomline.com 

Digital banking  
done right.

Insights & Analytics

Payments & Cash 
Management

Cyber Fraud & Risk 
Management

Digital Account  
Opening & Onboarding

Banking Relationship 
Management

Embed intelligence   
in every relationship

* Source: Barlow Research
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BY PEGGY MCGILLIS

Optimize your 
customer 
experience  
in 4 steps

Mapping every interaction 

of your customer’s journey 

can reveal critical gaps.



Breaking down the journey step-by-step will help you 
identify gaps and opportunities. For example, are you 
sending out credit card promotions to your highly ac-
tive debit card users? If not, that’s a gap. 

Now it’s time to fill these gaps and capitalize on the 
opportunities through targeted marketing tactics.

STEP 3: BUILD AND DEPLOY AN  
UPDATED JOURNEY

With gaps and opportunities identified, it’s time 
to make the necessary adjustments to optimize 
the journey. 

Consider the example in step 2. You could fix this 
gap by adding the following to your journey: relevant 
emails with an invitation to apply for a credit card, 
targeted in-app credit card offers or direct mail with 
enticing offers, to name a few. 

information such as key events and customer moti-
vations. Where are people falling out of the journey? 
How is the follow-up process to each step executed?  
By spending time mapping this out, you can better 
understand key customer touchpoints and where 
you can improve the customer experience. This will 
lead to a more humanized customer interaction with 
your bank.

STEP 2: MAP AND DEVELOP STRATEGIES 

There are many ways to tackle this mapping strategy, 
from Excel spreadsheets to Post-It notes. Regardless 
of your methodology, what’s important is that you doc-
ument every step of the process. And make sure you 

don’t do it alone—bring in key stakeholders involved 
in the customer experience process to participate in 
the mapping exercise.

Here are several things to consider when creating 
your journey map:

» Determine the primary goal. What is 
the desired action of your customer?

» List all touchpoints, including every step 
in the process for completing the journey.

» Identify resources you have and 
resources you need, and assess whether 
you need a technology solution.

» Test the customer journey yourself.

» Make adjustments to optimize the journey.

I
n today’s fiercely competitive financial 
marketplace, you need an edge that puts 
your customers’ experience at the center 
of everything you do. However, in a 2019 

survey commissioned by Total Expert, we found that 
only 35% of banking respondents say they have de-
fined customer journeys based on segmentation and/
or personas.

Here are four steps that can help you optimize your 
customer journey. When done right, this process 
can be completed from start to finish in only six to 
12 months.

STEP 1: SELECT A CUSTOMER JOURNEY 
TO AUDIT

Begin with a fundamental audit of a customer journey 
within a key business line. Start small and choose one 
or two high-value journeys to begin. 

Use the audit to map the path a customer goes 
through to achieve a goal with your financial insti-
tution. The best way to visualize this experience 
is to create a diagram of the process that includes 

Where are people falling 
out of the journey? 
How is the follow-up 
process executed? By 
spending time mapping 
this out, you can 
better understand key 
customer touchpoints.

’’
’’
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» Match your products and services 
to customer wants and needs.

» Anticipate your customers’ next steps.

» Increase sales conversions by 
maximizing growth and productivity.

Your documented journey map will be a vital tool in 
allowing you to adapt to an ever-changing financial 
environment and gives you a competitive advantage. 
You can ensure that your customers’ needs and pain 
points are always addressed if you consistently review 
and adjust to account for changes in the marketplace 
and customer needs. 

Now that you’ve had success in rolling out one or two 
updated customer journeys, it’s time to tackle more. 
The key to optimization at scale is taking the time to 
audit every customer journey, identify gaps and make 
adjustments that will help drive success. 

Set yourself apart from your competition by taking 
the time to invest in the customer experience. By 
carefully planning and documenting every journey, 
your customers will take notice of their experiences 
with your bank. Over time, they will value you as their 
trusted financial partner for life. 

While solving for your gaps, lean on your knowledge 
of customer behaviors, pain points and the tools avail-
able that utilize customer data. Doing this provides 
the best chance at success. 

To see results in your new journey, keep these points 
in mind:

» Capture data to measure the before 
and after. This can include customer 
satisfaction surveys, waiting time, 
number of calls, leads generated, etc.

» Inform employees impacted so they can 
be prepared for increased interactions.

» Launch during a quiet time—we see 
more success with launches in the 
second or third weeks of the month.

» Plan for the unexpected and be 
prepared to adjust as needed.

» Launch your journey.

STEP 4: MONITOR AND ADJUST JOURNEY

Now that your optimized journey has launched, your 
job is just getting started. In order to ensure success 
with this journey and all others, you must continuously 
collect data, gather insights and make enhancements 
to the experience. 

Having visibility into the customer journey will 
help you:

» Offer a more humanized 
customer experience.

Peggy Mcgillis is senior vice president of 
marketing for Total Expert, a fintech software 
company based in St. Louis Park, Minn.

© 2020 Total Expert. All Rights Reserved. Bank 03052020

Take your banking 
customer experience
to the next level

Deepen your customer relationships by deploying consistent 
brand and personalized messages across all channels. Total 
Expert’s proprietary intelligent automation engine combines 
marketing and CRM functionality, empowering you to manage the 
customer journey across the entire lifecycle.

Total Expert’s Marketing Operating System® is the first 
enterprise-grade marketing and customer engagement platform 
built for financial services.

Have you optimized your customers 
journey? Find out.

Request your free customized
Customer Journey Audit today
at www.totalexpert.com/CX

Do you want to find out how your customer 
experience measures up? Request your 
complimentary customer journey audit from 
Total Expert at www.totalexpert.com/CX.
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BY KARL DAHLGREN

Think you 
know how the 

generations like to 
bank? Think again.

Baby Boomers can surprise 
with their embrace of financial 

technology, while Gen Z is showing 
some old-fashioned preferences.



don’t assume Boomers are hostile to technology. Half 
of them—more than any other generation—say the 
ability to open accounts online would create a better 
digital banking experience for them.

Twenty-two percent of Boomers, versus 29 percent 
of Gen Z, say they use their primary financial ser-
vices apps two to six times a week. Worth noting is 
that 52 percent of Gen Z use their primary financial 
services app every day, versus 17 percent of Boomers  
who say they’re daily users. While there is a significant  
gap between Boomers and the younger gener- 
ations, it has been narrowing at a rapid pace and may 
close even further given that many channels used 
by the older generations are currently unavailable due 
to COVID-19.

More than three-quarters of Boomers say their pri-
mary financial services provider’s digital capabilities 
are meeting their needs. The generation reporting 
the highest level of satisfaction with their provider’s 
digital offerings are the Millennials at 91 percent. And 
if members of what’s now the largest generation in fi-
nancial services are happy, then all’s good. Right?

Well, no, because 61 percent of Millennials say they 
would switch their primary financial services orga-
nization in favor of one that offered a better digital 
banking experience. Placing your entire digital trans-
formation strategy on fickle Millennials could be risky 
business. They’re but an app away from leaving you. 
Same goes for Gen Z.

W
hen providing financial services to four 
different generations, don’t pretend to 
know the mindset of each.

Yes, younger consumers are more in-
clined toward mobile apps and all things digital, and 
older consumers remain fond of the branch and do-
ing business on their desktop computers. But every 
generation has some unexpected characteristics that 
financial services leaders need to consider when digi-
tally transforming their operations.

Although this research was completed in January, 
before the United States started to feel the impact 
of COVID-19, the insights help understand custom-
er sentiment and expectations for digital banking 
during these unprecedented times. BAI surveyed 
600 consumers, 150 from each of four generations 

of consumers—Gen Z, Millennials, Gen X and Baby 
Boomers—and turned up some surprising insights. 
For example, Gen Z and Baby Boomers, on opposite 
ends of the generational spectrum, are essentially on 
the same page when it comes to branch banking. 

When asked if they prefer a primary financial services 
organization with access to branches and people—
even if they don’t use them very often—53 percent 
of Gen Z and 54 percent of Boomers said yes. Gen Z, 
new to financial services, appreciate the face-to-face 
conversations and advice, and Boomers find tradition-
al person-to-person encounters at their bank or credit 
union to their liking. 

Forty percent of Gen Z say they like to resolve finan-
cial services problems over the phone with a rep. By 
an almost identical percentage, so do Boomers. And 
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The vast majority of financial services leaders say 
their organizations are investing in the right areas to 
drive their digital transformations. Forty-five percent 
estimate their organizations will be increasing their 
digital investments from 5 percent to 20 percent  
in 2020.

Looking at each segment, slightly more than half (52 
percent) of the financial services leaders from organi-
zations of less than $5 billion in assets are projected 
to make digital investments in that 5- to 20-percent 
range in 2020; 50 percent of the leaders in the largest 
segment, with more than $25 billion in assets, may be 
making digital investments in that range; and 35 per-
cent of the financial services leaders in the $5 billion 
to $25 billion asset range are expected to boost digital 
investment by 5 to 20 percent in 2020.

But financial services leaders also worry that their 
organizations may be falling behind in the industry’s 
race toward digital transformation. That may explain 
why so many financial services organizations plan to 
either partner with or acquire fintechs to stay ahead 
of the technology curve. A big challenge facing banks 
and credit unions is overcoming the complexities of 
their legacy systems.

Meeting the technical challenges and making the 
right investments for a digital transformation will be 
critical to meeting the unique needs of four genera-
tions of financial services consumers. Always keep 
in mind they can be fickle about digital products and 
services, especially the younger ones.

It makes more sense to find the sweet spots of every 
generation when digitally transforming your bank or 
credit union. Gen X, the now middle-aged consumers, 
often get overlooked by financial services strategists. 
Fortunately, BAI Banking Outlook research offers in-
teresting insights into this generation as well.

More so than any other generation, Gen X is concerned 
about privacy issues, is skeptical of their primary pro-
vider’s security and would like it if they could pay a bill 
by simply taking a picture of it and sharing it with their 
financial services organization.

Gen X also likes to get their financial services provid-
er’s product and service offerings via email (versus 
an app or direct mail). And they like to get their cash 
from an ATM (versus the branch or drive-up).

Millennials have some special tastes of their own. 
More so than any of the other generations, they 
believe it’s OK for their primary financial services or-
ganization to use artificial intelligence to improve the 
customer digital banking experience. Millennials are 
especially comfortable knowing that AI, which arouses 
the suspicions of some consumers, can serve up more 
personalized product and service offerings to meet 
their financial needs.

They prefer to learn about offerings via email, as 
opposed to learning about them from a text or an 
app, favored by Gen Z, or direct mail, which Boomers 
like best.

Millennials lead the league in their concern over one 
of digital banking’s biggest challenges—the inability Karl Dahlgren is managing director of BAI.

to complete some transactions in a certain channel 
after starting them in a different one. They especially 
don’t like having to start the process all over again, a 
complaint expressed by every generation.

Financial services leaders were also surveyed. The 
good news is that their digital transformation prior-
ities align well with consumers. For example, when 
these leaders were asked what services they were 
providing through their fintech partners, the top two 
responses were payments and funds transfer—lead-
ing priorities of Gen Z and Millennials.

Millennials are 
especially comfortable 
knowing that AI, which 
arouses the suspicions 
of some consumers, 
can serve up more 
personalized product 
and service offerings. 

’’
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Digital 
transformation 
lessons banks can 
learn from the 
retail industry

It starts with keeping the customer 
experience top of mind.

BY AMY GEORGE



Retailers may have had a head start, but the financial 
institutions now have the benefit of these three digital 
transformation lessons, based on the experience of 
the retailers.

1) IT’S ALL ABOUT CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE.

“Retail banks have also not kept pace with the 
improvements in customer experience seen in oth-
er consumer industries. Few banks stand out for 
innovation in customer interaction models or branch 
formats,” according to a February 2019 report by McK-
insey & Co. 

The report continues: “Marketing investments have 
traditionally focused on brand building and increasing 
loyalty; a reputable brand stood for trust and security 
and became a moat, providing protection against new 
entrants to the sector.”

In other words, consumers these days care less about 
name or brand and more about their experience. They 
want a digital experience that is differentiated from 
the in-person one. For example, if they can open new 
accounts online or use mobile banking services, the 
bank’s website and mobile app better be easy to use, 
says Christine Peters, a marketing consultant for fi-
nancial services and technology firms. 

And real-time is big too—like real-time fund trans-
fers and real-time loan approvals. If it’s not easier 
than showing up in person to do mundane banking 
tasks, and customers don’t save time or money, what’s 
the point?

2) THERE’S ROOM AND DESIRE FOR PHYSICAL 
AND DIGITAL BANKING EXPERIENCES.

Banks should embrace their digital transformation, 
while also not neglecting the experience inside their 
branches, says PwC’s Courbe.

Bank customers want both digital and in-person bank-
ing experiences. There’s room and desire for both. 
Take that Gallup study mentioned earlier—it says 
that, even among those who prefer digital over per-
sonal banking, nearly four out of 10 consumers would 
only consider banks that also have physical branches.

It’s about connecting the online and branch channels 
for a single experience, says Courbe. For example,  
the website and mobile app should let customers 
know how and when to connect with an associate by 
phone or in person—and make it easy. And associates 
in branches should promote the ease of online bank-
ing, too.

Peters, the marketing consultant, offers an intrigu-
ing way to combine the two experiences—smaller, 
well-designed branches in neighborhoods that offer 
Internet access and the one thing you can’t get virtu-
ally: a good cup of coffee. 

Of course, an example of this concept: Capital One 
Cafés, which offer full-service coffee bars, stocked 
with Peet’s Coffee, meet-up space for getting work 
done, ATMs and more. The idea, she says, isn’t real-
ly the coffee, but rather to meet people where they 
already are—in the neighborhoods where they live 
and work.

C
onsumers these days shop differently than 
they did 10 years or even five years ago—
and they want to bank differently, too. 

Digital technology has changed how peo-
ple get goods, and brick-and-mortar stores have had 
to figure out how to stay relevant in order to stay prof-
itable. Just as retailers had to take note and transform 
themselves, so now must financial institutions. In fact, 

a study by Gallup found that more than half of bank-
ing customers preferred digital experiences with their 
bank over personal ones.

“Banks are embracing digital transformation,” says 
Julien Courbe, financial advisory services leader at 
PwC in New York. “They understand customers’ needs 
have changed. They know online retailers have set the 
bar for customer experience.”
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financial decision, that is going to likely be an in-per- 
son conversation.”

Banks need to analyze customer data and behaviors 
so that they know when to inject themselves into their 
customers’ lives in a meaningful and timely way. For 
example, if the customer is a frequent traveler, a tar-
geted credit card pitch offering miles or hotel points 
could be attractive. Or it could be letting a small busi-
ness owner know of loans of financial services around 
business succession planning.

But you don’t know what your customers need and 
how you can help if you don’t know your customers. 
Banks know their customers want a different expe-
rience—and one that is highly digital. That’s a start. 
They just have to dig a bit deeper.

Amy George is a freelance writer who lives in Charlotte, N.C. 
She has worked as a reporter and editor at The Associated 
Press and the Charlotte Observer, and in corporate 
communications at Wells Fargo.

Part of what banks 
can learn is really the 
value of leveraging the 
knowledge that they 
have gleaned about their 
particular customers.
CHRISTINE PETERS, MARKETING CONSULTANT
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 It’s pretty simple.

© 2020 Harland Clarke Corp. All rights reserved. 

Consumers are in charge. It’s no longer enough to simply satisfy 
your customers, it’s about engaging them how, when, and where 
it matters most.

Harland Clarke can help. Our solutions let you create outstanding 
customer engagement by delivering quality and meaningful 
experiences at every touchpoint, keeping your institution top 
of mind and giving you a powerful competitive advantage.

Better Engagement. Better Results.

3) DIG INTO THE DATA.

“Part of what banks can learn is really the value of le-
veraging the knowledge that they have gleaned about 
their particular customers,” says Peters, who is based 
in Charlotte, N.C. 

In other words, what are they purchasing? When and 
how are they making such purchases? What influ-
ences their purchasing decisions? Is it referrals from 
friends or advertising they have seen? What is the 
emotional connection?

“It is a very different decision when you go to order 
paper towels from Amazon because you ran out ver-
sus when you buy a very special gift for someone,” 
she said. “The same is true for financial services. 
If I owe you for theater tickets, it is easy to use  
Venmo. If I am going to discuss a much more important 
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